ALTERNATE DETAIL
PANEL ENDS OFF MODULE

SEALANT BETWEEN PANEL AND GABLE SUPPORT

USE CROPPED OFF PANEL RIB TO FULLY SUPPORT PANEL END

**RIVET PANEL UP-LEG TO PANEL RIB @ 12" O.C.
BEND PANEL EDGE UP MIN. 1 1/2", CONTINUOUS

(2) #14 HEX HEAD FASTENERS @ EACH GABLE HALTER

GABLE HALTER @ 30" O.C. MAX. (SEE NOTE BELOW)
GABLE FLASHING
3/16" DIA. S.S.
RIVET @ EACH GABLE HALTER
EXPANDING FOAM TAPE
CONTINUOUS CLEAT

GABLE HALTER CLIP @ 30" MAX. O.C.

SLOPE 4" LAP

NOTE:
WHEN INSTALLING THE GABLE HALTER CLIPS LAYOUT SPACING SO THAT A CLIP FALLS ON THE DOWN SLOPE SIDE OF ALL GABLE FLASHING LAP JOINTS. DO NOT PLACE ANY FASTENERS IN THE FLASHING LAP ITSELF.